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Themolecular basis of quicker and stronger responses bymemory T cells is elusive. In this issue of Immunity,
Kumar et al. (2011) demonstrate that more T cell receptor nanoclusters are present on memory cells than
naive T cells before antigen stimulation, suggesting a basis for quick memory response.
Naive antigen-specific T cells undergo

a highly orchestrated activation process

upon initial encounter with an antigen-

presenting cell (APC) that results in exten-

sive clonal expansion. Simultaneously,

a dynamic differentiation process occurs,

resulting in formation of both primary

effector and memory cells. The memory

T cells induce quicker and larger re-

sponses than naive T cells upon re-

encounter with antigens. The molecular

basis of such rapid responses by memory

T cells is extensively debated (MacLeod

et al., 2010). Recent analyses have re-

vealed that the memory status is regu-

lated by epigenetic alterations such as

the methylation status of corresponding

genomic locus critical for regulatorymole-

cules, including cytokine genes. How-

ever, the quantitative and/or qualitative

differences in the signal transduction

pathway after T cell activation that lead

to the transcription of the modified loci

of memory and naive T cells remain a crit-

ical issue to be fully explored.

The TCR complex is a multi-protein

complex composed of a clonotypic ab

dimer recognizing the antigen-peptide-

bound major histocompatibility complex

(pMHC) and CD3g, d, ε and z subunits,

which are responsible for transducing

antigen-recognition signal into down-

stream pathway. When T cells recognize

pMHC on APCs by cognate interaction, a

special structure, the immunological

synapse (IS) is formed at the interface

between these two cells. In the synapse,

the TCR complex is accumulated at the

center (central supramolecular cluster

[cSMAC]) and surrounded by adhesion

molecule LFA-1. Various analyses (Bun-

nell et al., 2002; Campi et al., 2005; Krum-

mel et al., 2000; Yokosuka et al., 2005)

revealed that TCR microclusters are

generated on the T cell-APC interface
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upon antigen stimulation prior to the IS

formation, which contain TCR, kinases

ZAP-70, adaptors LAT, and SLP76, and

is the signaling complex responsible for

inducing activation signals. A TCR micro-

cluster contains �100 TCRs within a

cluster (Yokosuka et al., 2005). TCR mi-

croclusters accumulate into the center of

the interface to form the cSMAC upon

strong stimulation, whereas signaling

molecules such as kinases and adaptors

are not accumulated in the cSMAC.

Whether any form of TCR clusters is

present prior to the formation of TCR mi-

croclusters is important to understand

the process of the formation of the TCR

signaling complex, but such oligomeric

TCR structures has not been observed

by conventional microscopic analysis.

The importance of TCR oligomerization

for triggering T cell activation has been

recognized in the TCRab complex as

well as the pre-TCR complex. Schamel

et al. (2008) showed using electron

microscopy (EM) that TCRs exist as

various sizes of oligomers on the fixed

plasma membrane, and activated T cells

appeared to contain more TCR oligomers

despite their observed low frequency,

probably because of the technology uti-

lized. Davis and colleagues demonstrated

later by using EM and other imaging tech-

niques that TCR as well as LAT exist as

oligomers in separate membrane domain

(called protein islands) on the cell surface

of the resting T cells and that these do-

mains were concentrated after T cell acti-

vation (Lillemeier et al., 2009). These do-

mains are identical to the signaling TCR

microclusters (Figure 1). In this issue of

Immunity, Kumar et al. (2011) showed

similarly that naive T cells contain 1–13

oligomers of TCR, which is now called

TCR nanoclusters, and activated T cell

blasts have more (greater than 15). These
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oligomeric features were confirmed not

only by EM but also in native blue gels,

which can detect a large protein complex,

where oligomeric TCR showed more than

1000 Kd and activated T cells were even

bigger in size. Kumar et al. also analyzed

the oligomeric TCRs on naive versus

memory T cells, and the activated cells

from these two populations, and found

that memory or activated T cells have

markedly increased size of oligomeric

TCRs. Thus, TCR nanoclusters were

formed differentially on naive versus acti-

vated or memory T cells. When TCR

transgenic mice were used and the TCR

nano-cluster formation and functional

antigen-responses were analyzed, acti-

vated or memory T cells bearing more

TCR nanoclusters showed stronger re-

sponses, suggesting the correlation

between oligomeric TCR nanoclusters

and rapid and strong memory responses.

This hypothesis was supported by the

analysis of the structure and function

of a CD3z mutant. A structural analysis

previously postulated a possible tetramer

structure of CD3z in addition to the well-

known dimers and suggested critical resi-

dues within transmembrane (Torres et al.,

2002). Particularly residues L9 and L19

were suggested to possess the ability for

lateral association of CD3z rather than

dimer formation. Kumar et al. generated

T cell lines and chimeric mice containing

such mutants of CD3z in a CD3z-deficient

cell line and mice, respectively, with a

hope that a mutant CD3z may result in

normal TCR complex formation but im-

paired oligomer formation. One of the

CD3z mutants L19A exhibited the ex-

pected results; normal expression of the

surface TCR complex, indicating the

ability for the assembly with the TCR-

CD3 complex was intact, however, the

activated and memory T cells from the
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Figure 1. TCR Forms TCR Nanocluster or Protein Islands Prior to Antigen Encounter in
Activation-Independent Manner
A TCR island is reported to be segregated from those of LAT (Lillemeier et al., 2009). Activated or memory
T cells possess more TCR nanocluster (some > 15) than naive or resting T cells (1–13). The oligomeric
assembly appears to be at least in part mediated by a laterally associating capacity of CD3z. Antigen stim-
ulation induced the assembly of these islands into TCRmicroclusters, which induces activation by recruit-
ing signaling molecules critical for T cell activation. Kumar et al. (2011) showed that the rapid and strong
memory response is correlated with the presence of large and many TCR nanoclusters in memory T cells
and that T cells bearing the mutant CD3z reduced the number of TCR nanoclusters and impaired memory
strong response.
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mutant z-expressing mice showed low

amounts of TCR nano-clusters and con-

currently impaired function of IFN-g

secretion upon stimulation. These data

suggest that CD3z may function to con-

nect and form oligomeric TCR complex

and that the oligometric TCR is important

for eventual quick and large responses by

memory T cells.

Because the frequency of the detected

TCR nanoclusters is very low, their impor-

tance in T cells under physiological condi-

tion remains to be determined. However,

together with the study by Lillemeier et al.

(2009), it becomes clear that TCR nano-

clusters are formed prior to antigen

encounter and then accumulate to form

TCR microclusters that are competent for

signal transduction for T cell activation.

Thus, it is possible that large oligomeric

TCRnano-clusters in activated ormemory

T cells may induce more rapid and

stronger accumulation of TCR microclus-
ters than naive T cells, which results in

quickandstrongTcell activation (Figure1).

In proving this, it is necessary to compare

the kinetics and magnitude of the genera-

tion of TCR microclusters between naive

and activated or memory T cells. An alter-

nate interpretation could be that larger

TCR nanoclusters in memory T cells may

have the differential capacity to directly

associate with some of the downstream

signaling pathways, which may have an

advantage to quickly assemble with the

complete signaling complex. In other

words, whether the TCR nanoclusters is

linked toor uncoupled from themembrane

proximal signaling molecules are critical

issues for understanding the function of

TCR nanocluster. If there is an association

of TCR nanoclusters with signaling mole-

cules, TCR nanoclusters might exhibit

similar functions to TCR microclusters to

induce activation signals, on the basis of

the finding that a few TCR can induce
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activation signals (Krogsgaard et al.,

2005). Analysis of the association of sig-

nalingmoleculeswith largeTCRnanoclus-

ters will answer the question.

Whereas the assembly of TCR nano-

clusters is suggested to be mediated

by the laterally assembling capacity of

CD3z, it might be also related to the as-

sociation with signaling or cytoskeletal

molecules. Whereas the CD3zmutant ex-

hibits impaired TCR nanocluster forma-

tion in memory or activated T cells, the

T cells with the mutant CD3z showed the

same expression of the TCR complex

albeit much lower cytokine responses

compared to normal T cells. Furthermore,

the response of the T cells with themutant

CD3z to the stimulation with PMA and

ionophore was similar to normal T cells.

However, because no data were provided

for stimulation with TCR or CD3 antibody,

whether functional impairment of T cells

with the mutant CD3z is attributed to

antigen-recognition with less number of

TCR nanoclusters or the failure of linking

to the membrane proximal signaling path-

way remains to be clarified.

Without further cell sorting, the current

analysis examines a heterogeneous pop-

ulation of memory T cells as represented

by both the effector memory and central

memory T cells. It appears from the

data that TCR nanoclusters gradually in-

crease in the order of naive, memory, acti-

vated effector, and activated memory

T cells. However, a more direct relation-

ship between nano- and microclusters

and T cell function at various stages and

in different subpopulations of T cells will

become clearer when all are analyzed

simultaneously.

Thus, Kumar et al. demonstrated a sur-

prised and unforeseen linkage between

TCR nano structure and quick and large

memory responses. Although the link is yet

indirect, the analysis of the intermediate

signaling pathway connecting between

TCR nanocluster and function may prove

that the regulation of TCR oligomerization

may modulate the amplitude and duration

of the memory responses.
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In this issue of Immunity, Li et al. (2011) reported a dynamic protein interactome network underlying antiviral
innate immune response and established the role of Mind Bomb proteins in the anti-RNA viral innate immune
response.
Immune responses are orchestrated by

a large number of genes and their prod-

ucts, RNAs, and proteins. Pattern recog-

nition receptors, such as Toll-like recep-

tors (TLRs) and RIG-I-like receptors

(RLRs), and signaling molecules, such as

adaptor proteins MyD88, TRIF, IPS-1,

and STING, have been identified and their

roles have been elucidated (Kumagai and

Akira, 2010). These proteins are known to

interact with one another, forming com-

plexes and working to signal invasion of

pathogens and evoke immune responses.

In this issue of Immunity, Shitao Li, Martin

Dorf, and their colleagues (Li et al., 2011)

provided a dynamic network view of pro-

teins involved in antiviral responses.

Such protein-protein interactions (PPIs)

are involved not only with immune re-

sponses but also other biological pro-

cesses. Identification of the specific inter-

acting partners of a protein of interest

helps to elucidate proteins involved in

a biological process. Yeast two-hybrid

(Y2H) screening provides a useful method

for identifying PPIs. In addition, Y2H can

identify novel proteins, called prey pro-

teins, bound to the bait protein of interest.

With this method, many proteins and PPIs

involved in innate immune responses

have been identified. Another method for

the identification of proteins is through
the use of a combination of affinity purifi-

cation or co-immunoprecipitation (coIP)

and mass spectrometry (MS).

Recently, researchers have revealed

the roles of genes in immune responses.

However, given that a mammalian cell

may contain more than 130,000 PPIs,

only a fraction have been identified. This

set of molecular interactions in a cell,

often called the ‘‘interactome’’ (Venkate-

san et al., 2009), provides the basis for

one of the most important goals of current

postgenomic biology: to map the interac-

tome systematically. Early efforts to map

PPIs were done with Y2H methods. For

an immunology-related example of an

Y2H mapped interactome, a recent study

identified the MAP kinase interactome

(Bandyopadhyay et al., 2010). Over

2,000 interactions between MAP kinase-

related proteins and other proteins were

identified. Another method, coIP-MS, has

also been utilized for mapping the interac-

tome and has been made more realistic

through recent improvements in proteo-

mics techniques. The TNF-a-NF-kB path-

way was targeted, and over 200 interac-

tions and 80 unique interacting proteins

were identified (Bouwmeester et al.,

2004). The autophagy system, the deubi-

quitinases, and the epigenetic histone

marks and their readers, were also sub-
jected tomapping of their network organi-

zation (reviewed in Cox and Mann, 2011).

The study by Li et al. (2011) employed

the coIP-MS method and mapped the

dynamic interactome of antiviral signaling

leading to type I interferon (IFN) produc-

tion. Baits were selected from the list of

known proteins involved in antiviral sig-

naling. The authors identified 401 unique

interactions between 58 bait proteins

and 260 interacting proteins. They con-

firmed interactions between RIG-I or

MDA5 and IPS-1, IPS-1 and TBK1, and

STING and TBK1, among others. In total,

71out of the401 interactionswere interac-

tions that had been already reported, and

the other 330 interactions were unique.

Although Y2H provides a binary and

static view of an interactome, coIP-MS is

useful for mapping dynamic interactions.

This is advantageous for mapping the in-

teractome of a dynamic system, including

immune systems. Li et al. (2011) also

mapped PPIs under stimulation with

several ligands such as double-stranded

RNA, DNA, and viruses. They found

approximately one-fifth of the interactions

were up- or downmodulated by ligands.

These interactions were confirmed by an

in vitro IP assay, and some interactions

were further confirmed as being ligand

inducible, such as the TBK1-Mind Bomb
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